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ABSTRACT
This project aims to introduce the Chinese-American composer Zhou Long
(1953-), and provide an analysis of his Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp and flute
solo Confluence.
Zhou Long is one of the most influential living Asian composers of his
generation. Ever since he began his musical studies at Columbia University in 1983,
Zhou has dedicated himself to building a connection between traditional Chinese
Music and Western Classical Music. After winning Pulitzer in 2011, Zhou gained
international recognition, for his synthesis of Chinese art forms and western musical
language, as one of the most distinctive Chinese composers. Indeed, Zhou's
idiosyncratic approach to composition is evidently reflected in his Confluence for Solo
Flute (2015) and his Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp, both of which are widely
regarded as hallmarks of Zhou's exquisite fusion of Chinese ideologies and western
compositional techniques. Thus, to better learn about Zhou as a sophisticated
composer and to better understand his enigmatic compositions, this project will
investigate the traditional Chinese elements in Zhou's pieces and the Buddhist
philosophy that has influenced Zhou's compositions. Analysis of the compositional
techniques within western traditions will also be included. As a result, this document
will be a valuable resource for western audiences and performers to understand and
perform these works.
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CHAPTER I
THESIS STATEMENT
This project aims to introduce the Chinese American composer Zhou Long
(1953-) and provide an analysis of his solo flute piece Confluence (2015) and duet Su
(Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp (1990).
Zhou Long is one of the most influential living Asian composers of his
generation. Ever since he began his musical studies at Columbia University in 1983,
Zhou has dedicated himself to building a connection between traditional Chinese Music
and Western Classical Music. After winning the Pulitzer in 2011 for his opera Lady
White Snake, Zhou became renowned around the world as one of the most unique
Chinese composers for his synthesis of Chinese art forms and Western musical
language, Zhou's idiosyncratic approach to composition is evidently reflected in his
Confluence for Solo Flute (2015) and Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp (1990), both
of which are widely regarded as hallmarks of Zhou's exquisite fusion of Chinese
ideologies and Western compositional techniques. Thus, to better learn about Zhou as a
sophisticated composer and to better understand his enigmatic compositions, this project
will investigate the traditional Chinese elements in Zhou's pieces and the Confucius
philosophy that influences them. Analysis of the compositional techniques within
Western traditions will also be included. As a result, this document will be a valuable
resource for Western audiences and performers to understand and program these works.
Confluence for Solo Flute was commissioned by members of Flute New Music
Consortium in 2015. It was premiered by various members of the consortium in October
1
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2015, at locations across the United States. As its name indicates, this piece is an efficient
1

combination of Eastern culture and Western compositional techniques. Though it has
been programmed for flute competitions, few documents provide performers with a set of
thorough guidelines about the background and ideology and the presence of traditional
Chinese elements in the work. The same is true for Su for Flute and Harp, despite this
piece being less programmed for concerts. Commissioned by guqin player Wu Wenguang
in 1984, Su (溯) was originally composed for flute and guqin (古琴), a traditional
Chinese plucking instrument. In 1990, Zhou Long rearranged this piece as a duet for flute
and harp, with fingerings provided by Barbara Siesel and Victoria Drake: his aim was to
imitate the sound of guqin through extended techniques on the harp. For both pieces, it
2

is crucial for performers and audience to familiarize themselves with the culture and art
forms of ancient China. As Zhou Long once stated himself:
Verses of poetry may give you the frame; the movements of calligraphy may give
you the rhythm; an ancient dark ink painting may give you space, distance and
layers; a variety of sound sources may give you the color. Finally, craft ensures
your own full expression.
3

Indeed, without knowledge of Chinese art forms, philosophies, and ancient
Chinese traditions, performers cannot fully convey the ancient sounds of traditional
Chinese music, nor can the audience thoroughly understand what is being played. Thus, I
first briefly discuss the history of Chinese music. Secondly, I will examine the ancient
Chinese philosophy and the ancient instrument that has impacted Zhou's Music and

1

Zhou Long, Confluence For Solo Flute, Oxford University Press, 2015.
Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back) for Harp and Flute, Oxford University Press, 2004.
3
“Zhou Long, Biography,” Accessed January 24, 2022.
http://previous.alpertawards.org/archive/winner01/long.html.
2
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analyze how these philosophies are reflected in his music. This section helps readers
learn the Chinese elements and break the stereotype of Chinese music—being merely
pentatonic. Moreover, since Zhou often captures the colors of traditional Chinese
instruments through extended techniques on Western instruments, knowing the sounds of
the Asian instruments is crucial for the audience to understand the composer's intention.
Hence, the document will include brief histories and pictures to introduce some
traditional Chinese instruments, such as bone flute, xun, bamboo flute and guqin, whose
sounds Zhou is eager to replicate on western instruments.
I will analyze Zhou's technical approach to composition in the following chapters
to help performers and readers gain a deeper level of understanding of these pieces. The
analysis will focus on how the composer formulated these works, from the largest
musical framework to the smallest. More concretely, I will analyze the larger musical
forms as they are the "blueprint" for the compositions. From the pillars of structural
form, I will include the hierarchy of analysis from formal sections to motifs, pitch
organization, dynamic organization, and the Chinese cultural influence on these
elements.
Currently, there is no performance recording of Su for Flute and Harp easily
accessible. Lack of availability could be a result of either a lack of knowledge of the
work’s existence or the lack of understanding of the performance practice of Chinese
instruments. This analysis will assist harpists with capturing the sound of the ancient
instrument guqin as well as help flutists replicate the sound of the vertical bamboo flute,

3
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xiao. Upon completion, this project will increase the visibility and accessibility of this
work.
Zhou Long’s heritage of Chinese ideology and his musical education in the
Western world lends his music to a philosophical depth that is most likely foreign to
Westerners but presented in a familiar form. The integration of the two cultures bridges
the gap between the Western and the Eastern world, enabling Eastern wisdom to be
transformed into a Western performing art form. My thesis will decode Zhou Long’s
musical language for Western performers and audiences, promoting Zhou’s music and
thus broadening the contemporary flute repertoire.

4
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CHAPTER II
ZHOU LONG, HIS MUSIC, HIS LIFE
Zhou Long, whose music has gained international attention for his effortless
transcending of cultural boundaries4, is one of the most significant Chinese composers of
his generation. Before immigrating to America, Zhou enjoyed Western music and
composing in Beijing, China before the Cultural Revolution. During this drastic
movement, Zhou’s musical education was significantly impacted. In 1985, Zhou studied
abroad in the United States under Professor Chou Wen-Chung at Columbia University.
Along with Zhou’s protégé Bright Sheng, Tan Dun, and his wife Chen Yi, who also
studied with Professor Chou, these Chinese composers earned the reputation of
promoting Chinese music to the Western world.5 The purpose of this chapter is to provide
readers a quick overview of the composer to comprehend Zhou's life experience and how
that experience impacted his musical language.

Zhou Long’s life in Beijing
Zhou Long was born in Beijing in 1953 into a family of artists.6 Zhou Long’s
musical interest was significantly developed during his childhood. Zhou's parents were
both professors at China's leading institutions. From an early age, Zhou's love in music
was greatly influenced by both his parents who were teachers at the Central Conservatory

4

Stephen Brookes, “Zhou Long, Reaching beyond Time and Place,” Washington Post. 2016.
Corrie Dosh, “Cultures in Concert - How a renowned Composer and three of his Proteges have sought to
build a musical Bridge between China and the United States,” Beijing Review, 2015.
6
Zhou Long, Su, Tracing Back for Flute and Harp (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004).
5

5
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of Music and the Central Academy of Drama.7 Zhou started playing the piano at an early
age8, however, he convinced his parents to allow him to quit piano lessons at age seven
since he was not fond of hours of repetitive practice. 9
Prior to the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976), Zhou enjoyed listening to operas, a
passion of his mother, though he did not understand the foreign language used in the
singing.10 Zhou was also fascinated with the sounds of orchestral instruments, which led
him to observe instrumentalists playing Western instruments and then compare those
sounds to Chinese instruments.11 This experience laid a solid foundation for his future
compositional method—a transparent usage of both Western and Eastern instruments.
The Cultural Revolution and its Impact
During the drastic Cultural Revolution, Zhou Long’s musical education was
interrupted. Zhou reluctantly moved to Heilongjiang, a Northeastern province bordered
with Russia, where he worked as a peasant, driving tractors on the farms. However, as a
passionate composer and an optimistic person, Zhou spent his time not only doing the
farm work but also enjoying the beauty of nature and rural life including collecting folk
tunes from people coming from all parts of China. Zhou created an exhautive resource of

7

XiaoLin Li, “An Integration of Ancient Chinese Musical Traditions and Western Musical Styles:
Secluded Orchid and Spirit of Chimes for Violin, Cello and Piano by Zhou Long” (PhD diss., Arizona State
University. 2017).
8
Zhou Long, Su, Tracing Back for Flute and Harp.
9
Li, “An Integration of Ancient Chinese Musical Traditions and Western Musical Styles: Secluded Orchid
and Spirit of Chimes for Violin, Cello and Piano by Zhou Long.”
10
Ibid.
11
Ibid.
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authentic Chinese folk tunes previously undocumented which inspired him to utilize
traditional Chinese music in his compositions.
Music can serve as a contextual medium to tell history and translate political
thoughts into a musical format.12 Composers such as Wagner, John Adams, and Zhou’s
protégé, Bright Sheng, strongly expressed their political attitudes in their compositions.
However, Zhou stated in a recent interview conducted by The KTWong Foundation that
he enjoyed music as a pure art form, and he argued that music under the massive impact
of politics would not last.13 Perhaps because of his understanding of music as a simple
artistic expression, the music we hear today is mostly about sounds of instruments,
ancient stories, tunes, and traditions.
Schools resumed in 1978, two years after the Cultural Revolution. Zhou
continued his study at the Central Conservatory of Music in Beijing, where he studied
music theory and music history and collaborated with instrumentalists.14
Music career in the United States
In 1985, Zhou joined American Chinese composer Chou Wen-Chung’s studio at
Columbia University as a doctoral student in composition. Zhou spent his first two years
adjusting to the new compositional methods taught by Professor Chou and the unfamiliar
contemporary musical world. Zhou found himself unable to compose for the first two
12

Antony Copley, Music and the Spiritual: Composers and Politics in the 20th Century (Delhi: Primus
Books, 2013).
13
Zhou Long, “The Wagner Interviews: Zhou Long,” interviewed by The KTWong Foundation, filmed
November 6, 2013, video, 7:23, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB1yBETBn6w.
14
Wei Jiao, “Chinese and Western Elements in Contemporary Chinese Composer Zhou Long's Works for
Solo Piano Mongolian Folk-Tune Variations, Wu Kui, and Piano gongs” (PhD diss., University of North
Carolina, 2014).
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years. Zhou Long recalled in an interview “It was culture shock; everything seemed so
different—not just the music. And I was of course deeply homesick.”15 During the same
time, Zhou’s mother passed away. Zhou found solace in the ideas of Buddhism and
ancient Chinese philosophy. His later works (1987-1994), which focused on philosophy,
meditation, and Buddhist theories, are known as Zhou’s Buddhist Period.16
Zhou’s professional career started to thrive in the United States in 1993 when He
relocated to New York and was appointed the music director of the chamber ensemble
Music from China. As the director of this Chinese music ensemble, he was allowed to
combine traditional Chinese elements, such as philosophies and instruments, with the
Western musical forms that audiences from both worlds understand. 17 Being ethnically
Chinese, the composer devoted his musical language to transposing the traditional
aesthetics of Chinese culture to a format that the Western world appreciates.
After I came to the United States, I did not stay away from the Chinese
instruments and music; in the contrary, I got even closer; I compose not just to
make a statement, but to achieve my goal of sharing different cultures in our new
society and improving the understanding between people of various
backgrounds.18
Zhou’s passion for bridging different cultures in combination with his unique
compositional approach resulted in recognition through various awards across the world.
Zhou Long’s international reputation and musical awards

15

Edward Green, “The Impact of Buddhist Thought on the Music of Zhou Long: A Consideration of
Dhyana, Contemporary Music Review 26, no.5 (2007): 547-567.
16
Ibid.
17
Ibid.
18
Ibid.
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In 2008, Zhou premiered his first opera, Madame White Snake, with The Boston
Opera, which later brought him a warm reception and the Pulitzer Prize in Music. In 2011
with Madame White Snake, Zhou Long became the first Asian composer to win this
award, establishing his immediate international renown for this “singular contribution”
which created “a profound stylistic and sonic synthesis”. 19
Prior to receiving the Pulitzer Prize, Zhou won a number of awards for creating a
body of music that merges Western instruments with Chinese musical traditions and
sounds.20 In 1990, his ensemble work Samadhi won the First Prize in the International
Chamber Music Composition Competition Ensemblia in Monchengladbach, Germany; at
the Fifth International Composition Competition (1991) in D'Avray, France, Dhyaha won
the top honor; in 1999, his work with the New York City-based performance group
Music from China earned him a prize from the ASCAP's Adventurous Programming
Award.21As an educator, Zhou is a enjoys teaching composition at the University of
Missouri-Kansas City Conservatory of Music as a visiting professor.22
Zhou continues to inspire the world by creating new music that stretches Western
instruments Eastward and Chinese instruments Westward, achieving an exciting and
fertile common ground.23 In the following chapters, I will demonstrate his creative vision

19

Reed Johnson, “Composer Zhou Long, writer Jennifer Egan wins Pulitzers," Jerusalem Post (2011).
https://advance-lexis-com.lib-e2.lib.ttu.edu/api/document?collection=news&id=urn:contentItem:52TNF041-F12G-D42Y-00000-00&context=1516831.
20
Elisa M. Welch, "The Tao of Ch'in." Strings 18, no. 05, 2004, 26-29,
https://www.proquest.com/magazines/tao-chin/docview/237171638/se-2?accountid=7098.
21
Wei Jiao, “Chinese and Western Elements in Contemporary Chinese Composer Zhou Long's Works for
Solo Piano Mongolian Folk-Tune Variations, Wu Kui, and Piano gongs.”
22
Ibid.
23
Welch, "The Tao of Ch'in."
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by analyzing his two works: Confluence for Solo Flute and Su (Tracing Back) for Flute
and Harp.

CHAPTER III
OVERVIEW OF CHINESE MUSIC AND PHILOSOPHY RELEVANT TO
THE MUSIC OF ZHOU LONG
Western music stems from the Greek word Muse, which relates to the creative art
of goddesses in Greek mythologies. However, Chinese music Yinyue (音乐) comprises
two characters that together refer to artificial sound to facilitate social order and manners.
This difference distinguishes Chinese music significantly from Western music in its
contextualization.24 Thus, without knowing the culture that Chinese music is embedded
in, Western performers cannot fully understand or convey Zhou Long’s music.
In this chapter, I will introduce Chinese music to the readers, emphasizing the
philosophies, instruments, and other Chinese art forms that impact Zhou Long’s
compositions. Further, I will illustrate traditional Chinese concepts and provide a
philosophical perspective for the readers to understand and appreciate the musical
decisions. Through this chapter, readers should also learn the semantics of Chinese music
and familiarize themselves with the aesthetics of Ancient Chinese music.
An overview of Chinese music history

24

Adrian Tien, The Semantics of Chinese Music: Analysing selected Chinese musical concepts
(Amsterdam/Philadelphia: John Benjamins Publishing Company, 2015), chap. 1,
http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/ttu/detail.action?docID=1925093.
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Chinese music is one of the oldest music systems that contain vocal and
instrumental music in history.25 Early Chinese music can be traced back to pre-historical
times according to archaeological evidence—the Jiahu bone flutes from 9000 years ago
in Wuyang County,26 as well as the pottery instrument xun, found in Henan, Hemudu
sites in Zhejiang, whose sound Zhou Long mimics in Confluence for Solo Flute.27
According to Adrian Tien’s research, the development of traditional Chinese culture
distinguishes three important transitional points: Pre-Qin and Qin Dynasty (221-206 BC),
the Han (202 BC-220 AD) to Tang Dynasty (618-907 AD), and the Song (960-1279) to
Qing (1636-1912) dynasty. In this document, the Ancient Chinese music I include refers
to the music prior to the Song Qing Dynasty since the elements Zhou Long used in his
compositions were developed in the years prior to 960.

22. William

P. Malm, "Chinese Music," Encyclopedia Britannica, November 22, 2021.
https://www.britannica.com/art/Chinese-music.
26
François Picard, “Gudi,” Grove Music Online,” May 28, 2015,
https://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo9781561592630-e-4002281191.
27
Jie Jin, Chinese Music (New York: Cambridge Press, 2010).
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Figure 1 Jiahu bone flutes.28

Figure 2 Glazed xun.29
28

Roberto Saez, “The 10 Oldest Instruments,” 2016, accessed June 24, 2022,
https://nutcrackerman.com/2016/01/12/the-10-oldest-musical-instruments/
29
“Xun,” Encyclopedia Britannica, 2016, https://www.britannica.com/art/xun.
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Pre-Qin music facilitated rituals, such as the bone flutes used in special rituals by
the Jiahu people 9000 years ago.30 Music started to have a socio-culture function in the
Shang Dynasty—music is no longer merely a medium for rituals but also sets the order
and organization of ceremonies. The word yue (乐), meaning a pleasant sound,
discovered on Shang oracular-bone inscription, indicates that people considered music as
an essential ruler of society.31 The Emperor Shihuang of the Qin Dynasty concurred the
territory of China in 221 BC. To unify the country, the government created more
ceremonies. The first institute in China was founded due to the increasing number of
events that require revising and collecting music for performances during ritual
activities.32 The pre-Qin dynasties are a formative period of traditional Chinese music
that sets the functions and systematic theories of music.33
The Tang Dynasty was one of the most prosperous in Chinese history due to the
brilliant rise of its economy and agriculture which nurtured the most creative art forms
that influenced Chinese literature and music. Chinese poems, the foremost romantic art
form of Chinese literature, reached their blossom during the Tang Dynasty. Poets such as
Li Bai (李白), Du Fu (杜甫), Wang Wei (王维), Liu Zongyuan (柳宗元), and Bai Juyi (
白居易) wrote numerous poems on nature, politics, duty toward society, and civil lives
that inspired Zhou Long’s compositions deeply. Zhou Long’s Poems from Tang Dynasty

30

Juzhong Zhang, Xinghua Xiao, and Yun Kuen Lee, "The Early Development of Music. Analysis of the
Jiahu Bone Flutes", Antiquity 78, no. 302 (2004): 769-778. https://www.proquest.com/scholarlyjournals/early-development-music-analysis-jiahu-bone/docview/217572037/se-2?accountid=7098.
31
Tien, The Semantics of Chinese Music.
32
Jin, Chinese Music.
33
Malm, "Chinese music."
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for String Quartet and Orchestra is inspired directly by four Tang poetries: Hut among
the Bamboo (竹里馆) by Wang Wei, Old Fisherman (渔翁) by Liu Zongyuan, Hearing
the Monk Xun Playing the Qin (听蜀僧濬弹琴) by Li Bai, and Song of Eight Unruly
Tipsy Poets (饮中八仙歌) by Du Fu.34 Zhou Long stated in the program,
The Tang Dynasty has no surviving music but the literature of the period has
many detailed descriptions of how the music sounded, and the lyrical language of
the poetry itself already suggests music.35
In Poems from Tang, Zhou merges the poetry scene directly with Western
instruments and musical form. Listeners can hear the sound of Tang through “sensitive
melodies, expressive glissandi in various statements, and, in particular, a peculiarly
Chinese undercurrent of tranquility and meditation”36

34

Zhou Long, Poets from Tang for String Quartets and Orchestra (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2006).
35
Ibid.
36
Zhou Long, Poets from Tang for String Quartets and Orchestra (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2006).
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Figure 3 Late Tang ensemble discovered in Mogao Grottoes, Gansu Province.37

Philosophical influences on Zhou Long’s compositional style
Confucius (孔子) was the most prominent philosopher in Chinese history. His
philosophies set the tone of the east Asian society structure ever since the Spring-Autumn
Period (770-476 BCE) and still impact these cultures to this day.38 In most East Asian
countries, Confucius is praised as a divine figure that, “the one man by whom all possible
personal excellence was exemplified, and by whom all possible lessons of social virtue
and political wisdom are taught.”39 People measure themselves against Confucius
considering whether they are true gentlemen.40 In Confucius’ theory, he (和), which
means harmony, is the ultimate goal of a society that benefits every person in the county.
As a profound educator, Confucius spoke to the crucial meaning of music as a “spiritual
force for the cultivation of one’s moral character.” rather than being merely an
entertaining sound.41 In The Analects of Confucius (论语), he stated: “To educate
somebody, you should start with poems, emphasize ceremonies, and finish with music.”42
In Western philosophy, this is echoed in the writings of Plato (428-347 B.C). Ancient
Greeks regarded music as a powerful tool to inspire people’s thoughts and souls.

37

“Hearing the Dunhuang in Gugong,” Pengpai News, 2021,
https://m.thepaper.cn/wifiKey_detail.jsp?contid=15459873&from=wifiKey#
38
Thayer Watkins, "The Life and Significance of Confucius”.
39
Michael Schuman, Confucius: And the World He Created (Boulder: Basic Books, 2015).
40
Schuman, Confucius: And the World He Created.
41
Huaiyu Wang, “A Discourse on Confucius’s Music,” Dao: A Journal of Comparative Philosophy 9,
no. 1 (March 2010): 115–19.
42
Confucius, The Analects of Confucius-Lun Yu, trans. Chichung Huang (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1997).
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In Plato’s Republic and Laws, he emphasized the significance of music since men
can be accustomed to the music they enjoy. Thus, people should develop a good taste that
is suitable for their identities. Such as men and women should listen to different types of
songs in specific modes and rhythms.43 Similarly, Confucius claimed that a gentleman
should listen to Ya music—a type of ritual music that primarily consists of pentatonic
scales and slow in tempo. Confucius believed that such music shapes a person’s inner
cultivation. In comparison, the Zheng music should be banned for being rich in complex
melodic lines and variations that he considered salacious.44 The great philosophers in
both early Chinese and Western history agreed on the role of music in education and
approved certain modes that cultivate one’s moral character.
Zhou Long’s Su (Tracing Back) is based on an ancient guqin piece, Jie Shi DiaoYou Lan (Secluded Orchid on the Mode of Jie Shi) composed by Confucius. Confucius
level of understanding.”45 In the interview with Dr. Huang, Zhou Long stated that
through his isolation and lack of recognition from society during the Cultural Revolution,
he related to Confucius, which he expressed in his Secluded Orchid for String Quartet.

Guqin influences in Zhou Long’s compositions
Guqin (古琴) is also known as qixianqin (七弦琴) because of its seven-string
structure. It is the oldest Chinese plucked musical instrument with a 5000-year history

43

Stamou Leloudas, “Plato and Aristotle on Music and Music Education: Lessons from Ancient Greece,”
International Journal of Music Education no. 39 (2002): 3-16.
44
Kenneth J. DeWoskin, “Philosophers on Music in Early China,” The World of Music 27, no. 1 (1985) :3347.
45
Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp.
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that has accompanied generations of Chinese literati.46 Chinese scholars consider guqin
as "the father of Chinese music" or "the instrument of the sages."47 Guqin, in Chinese
history, is never merely an instrument but a way of understanding life, philosophy, and
moral growth. 48

Figure 4 A guqin model49

Guqin in many ways is inseparable from China’s elite class of scholars since it is
“an instrument of great subtlety and refinement.”50 It is intimately related to Confucius.
Confucius believed that guqin is a junzi (君子), a Confucianism ideal image of an

46

Xiaoming Yi, “Understanding Curriculum Based on the Study of Chinese Gu Qin,” International Journal
of Music Education 35, no.3 (August 2017): 403-413.
47
“Guqin,” Wikipedia Foundation, last edited on May 8, 2022, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guqin.
48
Yi, “Understanding Curriculum Based on the Study of Chinese Gu Qin.”
49
Eng Tat Khoo, R. L Peiris, and M. Rauterberg, "3D Guqin: Digital Playground to Explore Music That
Embodies Chinese Culture and Philosophy," Second International Conference on Culture and Computing,
2011, 145-46.
50
Joys H.Y. Cheung, Reading Chinese Music and Beyond (Hong Kong: City university of Hong Kong,
2010), 11.
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educated man who represents the highest moral standards, among all instruments.51 To
play guqin, one must not only possess the skill of playing guqin but also be able to feel
the spiritual content beyond the performance: the meaning of the sounds, the goodness of
the morality and the cosmo—past, present and future.52 Such experience evolves with
traditional Chinese aesthetics and spiritual growth.53 The music included in this
document, Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp, was composed for flute and guqin.
Zhou made it possible to recreate the sound of guqin on harp by applying extended
techniques. Its tempo schemes are also heavily influenced by traditional guqin music.

51

Jingjing Qi, "Confucianist and Daoist Philosophies in Chinese Art Songs" (PhD diss., University of
Washington, 2021), https://www.proquest.com/dissertations-theses/confucianist-daoist-philosophieschinese-art/docview/2627614305/se-2?accountid=7098.
52
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Khoo, Peiris, and Rauterberg, "3D Guqin: Digital Playground to Explore Music That Embodies Chinese
Culture and Philosophy".
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF SU (TRACING BACK) FOR FLUTE AND HARP
This chapter analyzes Zhou Long’s Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp from
multiple perspectives: its influences from the Ancient guqin piece Jie Shi Diao-You Lan
(Secluded Orchid on the Mode of Jie Shi) and the Western compositional techniques
Zhou Long employs. This chapter argues that the Ancient guqin piece You Lan influences
Su’s tempo schemes, pentatonic motifs, and melodic choices. In such case, I believe
using set theory analysis is beneficial to provide readers with evidence of both Eastern
and Western motifs that Zhou Long applies to this piece.
Originally composed for flute and guqin in 1984, Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and
Harp was commissioned by modern guqin master Wu Wenguang.54 In 1990, Zhou
revised Su as a duo for flute and harp, with special fingerings provided by flutist Barbara
Siesel and harpist Victoria Drake.55

54
55

Zhou, Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp.
Ibid.
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In the preface of Su, Zhou states that:
Su has the meaning of tracing back to the source or recalling ancient times. My
composition was inspired by the distinctive qualities of the ancient Chinese q’in.
the oldest extant music for this instrument, Jie Shi Diao-You Lan (Secluded
Orchid on the Mode of Jie Shi). According to legend, it was composed by
Confucius (c.551-479 B.C) and depicts his feeling of isolation as a scholar and a
philosopher pursuing a higher level of understanding. He compared himself to a
secluded orchard, wonderful and rare, existing unrecognized in ordinary society.56
Jie Shi Diao--You Lan (碣石调--幽兰) was composed in the 6th Century by
Confucius. Its manuscript was written in the 7th Century during the Tang Dynasty and is
now preserved in the Tokyo National Museum.57 It is the only existing manuscript of
guqin music in the Jian Zi Pu (减字谱)notation. Jian Zi Pu (simple word notation) is a
unique tablature notation system for guqin, whose history can be traced back to 1500
years ago. This word notation system offers the performers the tuning, finger positions,
and stroke techniques on the instrument.58
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“Qin,” Encyclopedia Britannica, last edited May 29, 2018, https://www.britannica.com/art/qinmusical-instrument.
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Figure 5 Manuscript of Jie Shi Diao You Lan tablature.59

The manuscript provides detailed instructions on the fingerings. However, exact
rhythm or pitches are not included. Due to the abstract instruction and literary aesthetics,
reading this word describing form requires profound skill and offers performers more
freedom in interpreting the music.60 Jie Shi Diao—You Lan, as the only surviving
manuscript from ancient times, draws attention of many scholars and theorists.61 Among
various interpretations of the manuscript, Zhou Long adopts the edition by the
contemporary guqin player Wu Wenguang, which Zhou Long considers the closest
interpretation of the original score.62 This version of Jie Shi Diao You Lan inspired Zhou
Long to compose his chamber work Secluded Orchard for Violin, Cello and Piano. Wu’s
interpretation also impresses Zhou Long with “dark anger, tranquility and exhilaration
colors” 63 in the original guqin piece that Zhou Long eagerly presents in his chamber
work.
Inspirations from the Ancient guqin music of You Lan

Tempo Scheme
Traditionally, a five-part structure is used most often in guqin music. Chinese
scholar Hu Xiangyang, in his Four Tempos and Five Parts Theory (四速五部体),

59

Ibid.
Li, “An Interpretation of Ancient Chinese Musical Traditions and Western Musical Styles: Secluded
Orchid and Spirit of Chimes for Violin, Cello and Piano by Zhou Long.”
61
“Guqin Notation,” Wikipedia Foundation, last edited January 24, 2020,
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Guqin_notation.
62
Li, “An Interpretation of Ancient Chinese Musical Traditions and Western Musical Styles: Secluded
Orchid and Spirit of Chimes for Violin, Cello and Piano by Zhou Long.”
63
Ibid.
60
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divides Ancient guqin pieces into five sections: Sanban (free rubato), Manbun (slow
tempo), Zhongban (medium tempo), Kuaiban (fast tempo), and Sanban (free rubato).64
Such structure can be found in the famous Two Cranes listening to Spring Water (双鹤听

泉). A three-part structure is also favored by guqin composers since the number three has
a unique meaning in Chinese literature. The famous guqin music, Three Stanzas of Plum
Blossom (梅花三弄) and Three Refrains on the Yang Pass Theme (阳关三叠), are both
in such structure.65 Jie Shi Diao—You Lan, however, has a distinct four-part structure
where an introduction is added at the opening. This rare structure casts a unique color on
this piece.66 In Zhou Long’s Secluded Orchid for String Quartet, the composer embeds
the piece in the same four-part structure of the original guqin song.67 However, in Su,
Zhou Long refines the structure to the classic five-part scheme.68

Figure 6 Table of the tempo scheme.69
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Lihua Che, “An analytical Approach to Two Cranes listening to Spring Water,” Space of Music, no. 10
2016.
65
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Mode
Jie Shi Diao—You Lan is based on Qing Yue (Qing Mode) and Ya Yue (Ya Mode)
of the Chinese seven-tone system, which is lesser-known in the Western world.70 To help
readers understand the Ancient Chinese elements in Su, Tracing Back, it is necessary to
introduce the five-tone system and seven note-system of Chinese traditional music.
Traditional Chinese music incorporates the five-tone pentatonic scale that most Western
listeners are accustomed to. In the Chinese music system, each of these fundamental
notes has a unique name: Gong (宫), Shang (商), Jue (角), Zhi (徽), Yu (羽).71 These
notes are functionally similar to the notes found in Western church modes in which each
note can be emphasized as a pitch center. For example, if we rearrange the notes of the C
pentatonic scale to the order of D-E-G-A-C-D, this scale becomes D Jue Mode (角乐)
instead of C Shang Mode (商乐).

70

Ibid.
Lu-Ting Ho and Kuo-huang Han, “On Chinese Scales and National Modes,” Asian Music 14, no. 1
(1982): 132-154.
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Figure 7 Illustration of five-tone system.72

The seven-tone scale is a development of the five-tone scale that adds bianyin or
pianyin (变音, deviate tones) to pentatonic scales to capture more colors, sensitivities,
and sonorities of the tonal centers: Ya Mode and Qing Mode are such variated pentatonic
scales. 73 There are only three seven-tone scales: Ya Mode (雅乐), Qing Mode (清乐) and
Yan Mode (燕乐).

Figure 8 Illustration of seven-tone system.74
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The earliest literature that documented the development of pentatonic scales was
Shiji (史记) (c.145 - 90 B.C.) by Sima Qian in the year 227 B.C., where it stated that
bianyin was first introduced at a farewell party by the spy Jingke in his singing before
attempting to assassinate Emperor Qin. People who were present wept.75 Part of the
audience reaction was related to the text he sang indicating, “hero departs with no
return,” – in combination with the unusual pitch yu.76 The performance led the people to
respond through “all eyes opened wide, and their hair raised up against their hats."77
Similar to the church modes in Medieval European music, the seven-tone system
includes half-steps and tritones. Ya Mode, Qing Mode, and Yan Mode mirror the
Western Lydian Mode, Ionian Mode and Mixolydian Mode respectively. No evidence
shows that traditional Chinese music uses tritones directly. However, in Su, Zhou Long
realizes it is the augmented fourth and diminished fifth (06) that appear more often in Ya
Mode and Qing Mode and brings a unique mysterious color to Jie Shi Diao—You Lan.
Thus, Zhou Long adopts (06) as one of the motifs throughout Su. This motif also aligns
with the more often used tritones among Western composers. Examples can be found in
the first measure where the harp opens the piece with C and F# followed by the flute with
C# and G in m. 2. These two intervals open the piece and set the tone of the piece—dark
and angry.

75

Ibid.
Ibid.
77
Ibid.
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Figure 9 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm. 1-2. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

Motivic inspiration
Pentatonic segments from You Lan serve as another essential motif. This motif
appears in the opening sanban, m. 4 where the harp first introduces the melody A-F#-E-D
(0247).

Figure 10 Zhou Long, Su Tracing Back, m. 4. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

In manban, the flute part has the pentatonic melody D-E-F#-A (0247) at the last beat of
m. 8, meeting this theme for the first time.
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Figure 11 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m. 8. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

Zhou Long offers the pentatonic segment (0247) with particular importance which
appears in mm. 30-32, where the ascending segments serve as the passage reaching the
first climax of Su in mm. 33-36.

Figure 12 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm 30-32. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

In mm. 33-36, the harp and flute finally meet the pentatonic segment
simultaneously—the flute part has the peaceful pentatonic melody from You Lan while
the harp accompanies with simple harmonies. After the atonality in sanban, zhongban,
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and kuaiban, this section finally becomes a totally clear and pentatonic-based chapter that
listeners are able to relate to the Ancient guqin piece.

Figure 13 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm 33-34. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

Figure 14 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm 35-36. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

Western compositional influences
One of the moments when Eastern and Western elements intertwine in this piece
is facilitated through the extended techniques Zhou Long applies to the harp. As plucked
instruments, harp and guqin both have flexibility on the strings to create different colors
and effects. Zhou Long takes advantage of this feature and makes it possible to portray
the sound of guqin on the harp. In mm. 30-31, the technique of harmonics is applied to
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the harp to imitate the fanyin (泛音, harmonics) technique of guqin to recreate guqin’s
bright sound.

Figure 15 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm. 30-31. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

Traditionally, guqin composers only use this technique on slow melodies.
However, Zhou Long also applies it to fast notes. In mm. 11-12, Zhou grouped the
harmonics in rapid changing septuplets, which is technically challenging to the harpist.

Figure 16 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm. 11-12. This example is reproduced with the permission of

Oxford University Press.

Techniques for imitating guqin’s sound can also be found in mm. 49-50, when use
of the harpist’s thumbnail is applied. This technique creates a sharp and penetrating
sound of guqin.
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Figure 17 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm. 49-50. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

The key slide enables the harp to produce two or three pitches on one string by
pressing the metal tuning key against the string and moving the tuning key vertically.78
Such technique is physically similar to the anyin (按音, string press). The sound of the
anyin is also produced by pressing the string after releasing a plucked note. In m. 11, the
ancient melody from You Lan is transmitted onto the harp through the sliding key
technique, with the sound most possible similar to the guqin. Additionally, half-pedal is
also used to imitate the sound of the anyin in m. 56.

Figure 18 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm. 11-12. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

78
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Figure 19 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m. 56. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

In m. 51, after the flute reaches the second climax, the harp continues the melody
and applies the thunder effect for the first time to create the sound of sanyin (散音,
scattered sound). The strings on guqin are similarly looser, which allows guqin players to
press and have a wide range of pitches. To apply sanyin, the guqin player plucks the
string with the left hand and no fingers pressing the strings. Such technique gives the
instrument a dark, relaxed, and mysterious tone.79 Zhou Long employed sanyin for such
tone on the harp by playing a glissando so loudly that the wire strings can buzz with one
another. This effect recalls the literature from ancient times and supports the climax with
the harp’s extensive volume.

Chromatic and whole-tone scales
Zhou Long composed Su for Flute and Guqin in his early career before studying
in America in 1985. During this period, Zhou Long’s compositions were avant-garde
among all his colleagues when chromatics were not popular in China.80 Zhou Long

79
80

“Tone of guqin,” Guqin institution. http://www.bj-myt.com/zx/kepu/608.html.
Liu, “A Brief Discussion of Zhou Long’s Su Tracing Back.”
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eagerly uses chromatic and whole-tone scales as constitutive motifs and constructive
materials that build up the climax. In mm. 45-47, the flute line circles around the tonal
center of B while the harp plays glissandos. In m. 47, Zhou Long assigns C-D♭ (01) on
the flute and gradually widens the interval with upbeats of D♭-D-E♭ (012), forming
another chromatic segment. From m. 47 to m. 48 Zhou Long employs half pedal on the
harp to pursue the anyin effect, which is based on half steps. The ascending chromatic
gesture assists the flute in building up the first climax of Su in m. 50 where the flute
continues its chromatic collection of C-D-E-F♭-G♭-A♭ (02468t).

Figure 20 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm 44-48. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

Whole-tone segments first appear in the harp part at m.3 and m.5 with the interval
C-D♭ (01) in sanban, serving as a fundamental element that foreshadows its motivic
function in the future. In m. 12, a complete whole tone scale of C-D-E-F#-G#-A#
(02468t) emerges in the harp part.
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Figure 21 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m. 3. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

Figure 22 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m. 5. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

Deviation from pentatonic scales
Zhou Long portrays a color representing elements from both Eastern and Western
music through a statement of a pentatonic motif interrupted by a tritone replacing the
original note. An example can be heard in m. 4 where the flute has a melodic line of A♭F-E♭-B♭ (0257) which can be interpreted as a deviation from (0247). This motif becomes
a primary developing motive of zhongban in mm. 13-16, A♭-F-E♭-B♭ (0257) and F#-BG#-C# are both collections of (0257).
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Figure 23 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m.4. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.

Figure 24 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), mm.13-16. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

M. 37 is another example of such technique. The harp line circles around A-D-EF# (0247) while the flute line joins with (0247) but soon raises F and G a half step up,
forming a new collection of B♭-E♭-F#-G# (0358). This new set creates tension within the
sonority of pentatonic scales.

Figure 25 Zhou Long, Su (Tracing Back), m. 37. This example is reproduced with the permission of Oxford
University Press.
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Though flute and harp have altered statements, significant motifs (06), (01),
(0247), (0257), and (0246) all first appear in the harp part. One modification could be
applied to the flute part concerning the production of harmonics. For example, for the
harmonics in m. 1, flutists can use the extended technique of sing and play to accomplish
D♭ and F simultaneously.
Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and Harp revisits the ancient guqin piece Jie Shi
Diao-You Lan. Zhou Long infused the melodies from the original guqin piece with
western compositional techniques that allows a piece for guqin and flute to be heard in
the Western musical world. Rather than relying heavily on quotations from the ancient
composition, Zhou Long uses only a few segments, expanding them with western
elements to create a distinctive palette of tensioned pentatonic sonority. Commissioned
by guqin player Wu Wenguang in 1984, this piece shows Zhou’s preference for the guqin
or harp part.
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CHAPTER V
ANALYSIS OF CONFLUENCE FOR SOLO FLUTE
Confluence for Solo Flute was commissioned by the Flute New Music
Consortium in 2015. In the same year, Zhou Long presented at the world premiere
concert hosted by FNMC and prepared the program notes for his work. According to
Zhou, Confluence for Solo Flute merges both Eastern and Western music with inspiration
from Chinese guqin and bamboo flute music.81 This chapter analyzes the formal
structure, extended techniques, significant motifs, and revisions of Confluence.
Formal Structure
Unlike Su Tracing Back, whose formal structure was greatly influenced by
ancient Chinese music, Zhou divided Confluence into three distinct sections in the same
ABA form that is familiar in the Western world.
Measure
Sub-sections

A
1-44

B
45-135
a 45-106
b 107-135

A’
136-179
c 136-158
d 159-179

Figure 26 Formal structure of Confluence for Solo Flute

Section A explores various colors of the flute through extended techniques. It
opens with slap-tongues on the low C, followed by a chromatic gesture that highlights
one of the fundamental motifs in this composition. Zhou Long demonstrated in his

81

Zhou Long, “Zhou Long Composition Residency,” October 2015,
https://www.flutenewmusicconsortium.com/uploads/1/4/9/7/14977178/fnmc_program.pdf.
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program that the slap tongue effect symbolizes the sound of water dropping, with the
center pitch E in the following measures. This opening represents an indication of
streams tracing back to their source.82

Figure 27 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.1-4. This example is reproduced with the permission
of Oxford University Press.

Figure 28 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute m.5. This example is reproduced with the permission of
Oxford University Press.

In an interview with FNMC, Zhou Long indicated that some extended techniques
on the flute allows the flute to portray the color of the ancient Chinese instrument xun.
The color trill in m. 3, the use of wide vibratos in m. 5, and indication of no vibrato in
mm. 8-10 are his approaches to recreating the hollow sound of xun and to mimicking the
tranquilness of the ancient time.

Figure 29 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 8-10. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

82
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Section A is heavily influenced by Zhou Long’s guqin and flute duet Su (Tracing
Back). Mm. 12-17 and mm. 18-31 mirror Su’s mm. 17-22 and mm. 38-50. Some essential
motifs of Su, such as (012), (0257), (0246), and (06) appear in the cited material.
However, the motif (0247) is introduced separately in mm. 32-36, which the composer
pairs with key and tongue slap. Such a combination recreates the harmonics technique
(泛音)of guqin.

Figure 30 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.32-36. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

The influence of Chinese bamboo flute
The B section has a rapid and rhythmic tempo, influenced by the traditional
Chinese bamboo flute: dizi.83 Unlike the other sections with complicated rhythmics such
as changing septuplets, sextuplets, and nonuplets (example can be seen in mm. 30-31),
section B concentrates on steady quarter-notes, eight-notes, sixteenth-notes, and triplets
(example are shown in mm. 45-52).

Figure 31 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.30-31. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

83
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Figure 32 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 45-52. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Zhou mentioned in his program that quick turns and flutter tonguing also portray
the bamboo flute.84 Here, the quick turns resemble the neighbor tones of the bamboo
flute, which are essential ornamentations of Jiang Nan Si Zhu (江南丝竹), a genre of
southern China. In bamboo flute performance practice, this ornamentation is a decoration
of the rhythm, and it is not to be played excessively loudly or with excessive emphasis. 85
This technique appears in mm. 47-49, where Zhou Long adds grace notes on the F# and
C.
Flutter tonguing is a critical technique on the bamboo flute, especially in the
Beipai (北派) genre, Northern school of China. Zhou Long again, mimics the bamboo
flute’s sound using the Western flute’s flutter tonguing technique through mm. 84-86. It
creates a fresh and energetic sound that the ancient bamboo flute composer pursued with
this technique.86

Figure 33 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 84-86. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

84
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Section B is based on (01568), a theme influenced by a Hirajoshi scale. It falls
into two parts: part a from m. 45 to m. 106 and part b from m. 107 to m. 135. Section a
heavily relies on chromatic fragments (01) with a tonal center of C. Though section b also
develops from chromatics, Zhou Long organizes fast ascending arpeggios from m. 107 to
m. 121 to build the music to a climax.87 The music reaches its climax at m. 121, where
Zhou Long assigns repetitive high notes such as E and F# of the flute to accentuate its
intensity. However, many performers have changed the notes to G to deliver the fullest
sound based on a score with alternative notes and fingerings provided by FNMC.88

Figure 34 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 121-124. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Zhou Long uses the whole-tone scale in mm. 131-135 as the climax to finish this
chromatic-based section. Again, due to the unattainable technique, many performers
(according to the reference of recordings) choose to alter the notes of mm. 131-132 to AB♭-E♭-F-G-A-D♭-E♭-F-G-B-D♭89 which I will discuss at the end of this chapter. The
chromatic scales in mm. 131-132 (D-E-F#-G#-A#-C) adds an open color to section B
before returning to the guqin influenced A’.

87
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Figure 35 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 131-135. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Section A’ (slow tempo) opens with (012), a motif that appears in both A and B sections.
This motif allows the new section to transit naturally and smoothly. In echoing section A,
A’ contains experiments of multiple tone colors on the flute with key slaps, multiphonics, harmonics, and singing.90 Zhou clearly divides A’ into two parts c (mm. 136158) and d (mm. 158-179) with a double bar in m. 158. (01), (012), (025), and (0235) are
prominent motifs in section c. Compared to section d, section c relies more on chromatics
and has a relatively faster tempo and steady rhythm pattern in response to Section B. In
mm. 156-158, the descending E♭-D, coupled with the diminuendo in dynamic, creates a
peaceful ending.91

Figure 36 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.136-137. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.
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Figure 37 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm. 156-158. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Section c starts with D-E-F-A♭ (0236), an essential driven motif from section b in
mm. 155-156, followed by the bright color F#-G#-B (025) and tritone (06) G-C# in
m.162. Zhou Long bridges section c and section b by inserting the core elements of b at
the beginning of c. This strategy allows listeners to perceive a seamless transition before
Zhou introduces the guqin theme.
In m. 176, Zhou reintroduces the primary elements of the chromatic and wholetone scales and merges them into a rapid gesture that leads to the conclusion of
Confluence. On the third beat of m. 176, the chromatic segment (0123456) generates a
sharp tension before the hollow and blunt whole-tone scale. The last three measures of
Confluence are centered around D, mirroring the tonal center of A, “the music becomes a
peaceful stream.”92

Figure 38 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute M.159, beginning of A’. This example is reproduced with
the permission of Oxford University Press.
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Zhou Long, “Zhou Long Composition Residency.”
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Figure 39 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.155-156. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Figure 39 Zhou Long, Confluence for Solo Flute mm.176-178. This example is reproduced with the
permission of Oxford University Press.

Corrections of Confluence
Confluence was programmed for flute competitions as a mandatory repertoire
piece because of its unique color of blending the East and the West and the challenging
techniques. However, many references of recording indicate that performers have altered
notes and fingerings for particular pages. I contacted FNMC to further investigate the
accuracy of the information and obtained corrections for this article. Due to confusion
between the composer, the publisher, and the FNMC board, Ms. Nicole Riner, the
president of FNMC, indicated in the email that there was incomplete and missing
information in the published score. Ms. Riner kindly provided me with the note FNMC
created for the competition, Notes and Q &A on Zhou Long’s Confluence. In this
document, the composer himself included several corrections:
For measure 3, keep the E in the octave where it is written, just use a different
harmonic fingering (not the Ab key which only works up an octave like at m.
11). The triangle notation for the first note of 145 means to hit the highest note
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you can create a jet whistle effect. For measure 147 where it says alternate right
and left keys, Zhou suggests alternating right and left keys to repeat the same A,
or A-B flatiron keys.93
Dr. Ashley Shank, member of the FNMC commissioners, provided a guideline regarding
the fingerings of extended techniques of Confluence:
A fingering guide for the multiphonic trills on page 6:for the C#/D multiphonic
with trill I used T123 T1 and Eb key to produce the multiphonic and trilled the Ab
key (LH4) (measure 141) I think this is now indicated at the bottom of the page
on the revised score; For the multiphonic in m. 142 (revised version) finger 1234
T2 and 3 for the multiphonic A; For the timbral trill in m. 147 with the alternating
right and left hand keys I suggest just doing a timbral trill...finger A (w/o RH
pinkie) and trill RH 123.94
Dr. Shank also included the website flute colors so the performers can find more
alternative fingerings that suit themselves.95
Confluence for Solo Flute has a clear ABA formal structure that Western listeners
and performers are familiar with. The heavy influence of ancient Chinese instrumental
music shows in its tempo, extended techniques, and motives. Especially, Zhou Long’s
ensemble piece Su (Tracing Back) has a huge impact on Confluence regarding the tonal
center and tempo scheme. Such a composition expands the contemporary flute repertory
and introduces to both the East and the West a sound with which they are both familiar
but which contains new components to discover. Further consideration will incorporate
all modifications given by the composer and Dr. Ashley Shank to the published score in
order to provide performers with more confidence in obtaining the desired result.
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Zhou Long, “Notes and Q &A on Zhou Long’s Confluence,” FNMC,
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11SznTpaGPwmBAWnKd2yTDMRCQR4JsfritCaooybe960/edit.
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Ashley Shank, “Notes and Q &A on Zhou Long’s Confluence,” FNMC,
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11SznTpaGPwmBAWnKd2yTDMRCQR4JsfritCaooybe960/edit.
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Ibid.
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CONCLUSION
Zhou Long's heritage of Chinese ideology and his musical education in the
Western world lends his music philosophical depths that are most likely foreign to
Westerners but presented in a familiar form. The integration of the two cultures bridges
the gap between the Western and the Eastern world, enabling Eastern wisdom to be
transformed into Western performing arts. Zhou Long’s Su (Tracing Back) for Flute and
Harp and Confluence for Solo Flute are hallmarks of such a compositional approach – 1)
both works represent the deep influence of music composed for ancient Chinese
instruments (such as guqin, xun, and bamboo flute) on the tempo scheme, 2) both works
use extended techniques of Western instruments to imitate ancient Chinese instruments,
and 3) both works utilize forms and pitch selections familiar to the Western musical
world. This document illustrates the cultural and philosophical background of Zhou
Long’s compositions and his fusion of Chinese ancient music with contemporary
instruments, tonalities, and compositional techniques The findings will serve as a
valuable reference tool to performers and audiences alike.
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APPENDIX I
PERMISSION OF SCORE USE
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APPENDIX II
NOTES AND Q&A ON ZHOU LONG’S CONFLUENCE
(Reprinted with the permission by the Flute New Music Consortium)
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